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Today’s lecture 

Different ways to work with 3D data:
- Point clouds
- Grids
- Graphs

Curriculum:

SEGCloud: Semantic Segmentation of 3D Point Clouds

Multi-view Convolutional Neural Networks for 3D Shape Recognition

Deep Parametric Continuous Convolutional Neural Networks

https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.07563
https://www.cv-foundation.org/openaccess/content_iccv_2015/papers/Su_Multi-View_Convolutional_Neural_ICCV_2015_paper.pdf
http://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_cvpr_2018/papers/Wang_Deep_Parametric_Continuous_CVPR_2018_paper.pdf


Processing 3D data with deep networks

- Voxelisation

VoxNet: A 3D Convolutional Neural Network for Real-Time 
Object Recognition

https://www.ri.cmu.edu/pub_files/2015/9/voxnet_maturana_scherer_iros15.pdf
https://www.ri.cmu.edu/pub_files/2015/9/voxnet_maturana_scherer_iros15.pdf


3D convolutions on voxelized data



3D Convolutions



When voxelization works

- Dense images
- Small images

Efficient multi-scale 3D CNN with fully connected CRF for accurate brain lesion segmentation

https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S1361841516301839?token=65A1507B2C5F5904099BF9A93D7244EEB031666F674577D0B77D429E6BD56897FD17A793F9F02D2DAE4CBFA27912F1CC


CloudSeg

SEGCloud: Semantic Segmentation of 3D Point Clouds

https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.07563


Problems with voxelization

- Memory (1024x1024x1024x1024)
- Lots of zeros
- Field-of-view
- Resolution



OctNets

More memory efficient 3D convolutions for 
sparse data.

- Irregular grid
- Iteratively split

- 8 children
- depth 3

OctNet: Learning Deep 3D Representations at High Resolutions

http://www.cvlibs.net/publications/Riegler2017CVPR.pdf


OctNets

More memory efficient 3D convolutions for 
sparse data.

- Irregular grid
- Iteratively split

- 8 children
- depth 3

- Implementation of 72 bit tree on GPU can 
be used

- GPU can index and convolve only 
important locations



OctNets

- Memory and runtime efficient for larger 
inputs

- ModelNet10: Resolution is not that 
important 
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OctNets

OctNet is efficent on larger relatively sparse 
point clouds
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2D convolutions on projections



Multi-View - ShapeNet classification

www.shapenet.org

A Deeper Look at 3D Shape Classifiers

3D models 
common objects

http://www.shapenet.org
https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.02560


Multi-View

Multi-view Convolutional Neural Networks for 3D 
Shape Recognition

https://www.cv-foundation.org/openaccess/content_iccv_2015/papers/Su_Multi-View_Convolutional_Neural_ICCV_2015_paper.pdf
https://www.cv-foundation.org/openaccess/content_iccv_2015/papers/Su_Multi-View_Convolutional_Neural_ICCV_2015_paper.pdf


Multi-View

- Simple solution is the best solution
- More views are better, but not by a 

lot



Multi-View - segmentation

3D Shape Segmentation with Projective Convolutional Networks

http://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_cvpr_2017/papers/Kalogerakis_3D_Shape_Segmentation_CVPR_2017_paper.pdf


Multi-View - segmentation



Multi-View - segmentation

Finding viewpoints, by maximising area 
covered

- Sample surface points (1024)
- Place camera at each surface normal

For each surface normal
- Rasterize view, and choose rotation 

with maximally area covered
- Ignore already visible points
- Continue til all surface points are 

covered



Multi-View - segmentation

- Run depth images through “standard” 
segmentation networks

- For each view: project/shoot back the 
segmented labed onto the model

- Average overlapping regions



Multi-View - segmentation

- Run a Conditional Random Field 
(CRF) over the surface

- Promotes consistency
- Makes sure every pixel is 

labelled
- Fixes problems due to 

upsampling
- CRF is not in the curriculum, but:

- Loop over neighbouring 
surfaces

- Weight angles, distances, and 
label differences

- Learns the weights, through 
backpropagation, 



Multi-View / Single-View

Single depth image:
- Depth-rays from one position
- Fusion with image can be a challenge
- Late/cross fusion often best strategy

- Probably due to alignment issues

LIDAR-Camera Fusion for Road Detection Using Fully Convolutional Neural Networks

https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.07941


When does multi-view not work?

- Large complex point cloud
- Hard to choose view-points

- Dense point-cloud
- Noisy/sparse point cloud

- Convolutions makes, little sense, as the 
points in your kernel have very different 
depth.

- “Randomness” depending on view-point
- Hard/impossible to train

Efficient multi-scale 3D CNN with fully connected CRF for 
accurate brain lesion segmentation

https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S1361841516301839?token=65A1507B2C5F5904099BF9A93D7244EEB031666F674577D0B77D429E6BD56897FD17A793F9F02D2DAE4CBFA27912F1CC
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S1361841516301839?token=65A1507B2C5F5904099BF9A93D7244EEB031666F674577D0B77D429E6BD56897FD17A793F9F02D2DAE4CBFA27912F1CC
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Processing 3D data with deep networks
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Object Recognition

Multi-view Convolutional Neural Networks for 3D 
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http://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_cvpr_2017/papers/Qi_PointNet_Deep_Learning_CVPR_2017_paper.pdf
http://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_cvpr_2017/papers/Qi_PointNet_Deep_Learning_CVPR_2017_paper.pdf


Direct point cloud processing



PointNet

- Learning directly on point clouds
- No direct local information

- Perhaps only global?
- Ignoring similar points

PointNet: Deep Learning on Point Sets for 3D 
Classification and Segmentation

http://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_cvpr_2017/papers/Qi_PointNet_Deep_Learning_CVPR_2017_paper.pdf
http://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_cvpr_2017/papers/Qi_PointNet_Deep_Learning_CVPR_2017_paper.pdf


PointNet

1. Transforms each point into high dimension 
(1024)  with same transform.

2. Aggregates with per-channel max-pool
3. Uses aggregate to find new transform and 

and run transform
4. Then run per point neural nett
5. Repeat for n layers
6. Finally aggregate again with maxpool
7. Run fully-connected layer on aggregated 

results



PointNet

Why does this work? (speculations):
- Forced to choose “a few” important points
- Transform based on the kind of points have 

been seen



PointNet https://github.com/charlesq34/pointnet/blob/master/models/pointnet_cls.py

https://github.com/charlesq34/pointnet/blob/master/models/pointnet_cls.py


PointNet

Adverserial robustness:
- With aggregation based on max-pool it 

may not rely on all points (max 1024 for 
each transform)

- Small changes will not have much effect
- Robust to deformation and noise

- Not good at detecting small details
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Processing 3D data with deep networks

- Voxelisation

VoxNet: A 3D Convolutional Neural Network for Real-Time 
Object Recognition

Multi-view Convolutional Neural Networks for 3D 
Shape Recognition

PointNet: Deep Learning on Point Sets for 3D 
Classification and Segmentation

Escape from Cells: Deep Kd-Networks for the 
Recognition of 3D Point Cloud Models

https://www.ri.cmu.edu/pub_files/2015/9/voxnet_maturana_scherer_iros15.pdf
https://www.ri.cmu.edu/pub_files/2015/9/voxnet_maturana_scherer_iros15.pdf
https://www.cv-foundation.org/openaccess/content_iccv_2015/papers/Su_Multi-View_Convolutional_Neural_ICCV_2015_paper.pdf
https://www.cv-foundation.org/openaccess/content_iccv_2015/papers/Su_Multi-View_Convolutional_Neural_ICCV_2015_paper.pdf
http://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_cvpr_2017/papers/Qi_PointNet_Deep_Learning_CVPR_2017_paper.pdf
http://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_cvpr_2017/papers/Qi_PointNet_Deep_Learning_CVPR_2017_paper.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.01222
https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.01222


Abstraction of convolutions



Kd-networks

“Convolutions” over sets



Kd-networks

- Fixed number of points N = 2D

- 3D points {x, y, z}
- Split along widest axis
- Choose split to divide data set in two



Kd-networks

- Each node have a representation vector:

Final layer is a fully connected layers
Shared weights for nodes splitting along same 
dimension at same level.
Not shared for left and right node.
 



Kd-networks

Convolutions over sets
Running kernel over neighbours in 
group. 
Shared weights for nodes splitting 
along same dimension at same 
level.
Not shared for left and right node



Kd-networks - segmentation

- One different weight matrix for each 
direction

- Shared between nodes, depending on split 
direction

- Skip-connection matrix shared between all 
nodes in a layer

- Final result: Use {x, y, z} from 
corresponding input nodes



Kd-networks - results

- Slightly worse than Multi-View on 3D 
model classification

- More flexible: can be used on sparse point 
clouds etc.

Segmentation

Classification



Graph Convolutional operators

Based on Geometric deep learning on graphs 
and manifolds using mixture model CNNs
Generalising convolutions to irregular graphs, 
with two base concepts

- Parametric kernel function
- Pseudo-coordinates

SplineCNN: Fast Geometric Deep Learning with 
Continuous B-Spline Kernels

https://vision.in.tum.de/_media/spezial/bib/cvpr17-monti.pdf
https://vision.in.tum.de/_media/spezial/bib/cvpr17-monti.pdf
http://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_cvpr_2018/papers/Fey_SplineCNN_Fast_Geometric_CVPR_2018_paper.pdf
http://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_cvpr_2018/papers/Fey_SplineCNN_Fast_Geometric_CVPR_2018_paper.pdf


Graph convolutions - parametric kernel

Basic CNN weight function w(x, y):
Look-up-table for neighbouring directions 
{dx=1, dy=0}, {dx=0, dy=0}, etc. 

Apple: performing convolution operations

https://developer.apple.com/library/archive/documentation/Performance/Conceptual/vImage/ConvolutionOperations/ConvolutionOperations.html


Graph convolutions - parametric kernel
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Basic CNN weight function w(x, y):
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Continuous function for  coordinates in 
relation to center
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Graph convolutions - parametric kernel

Apple: performing convolution operations

Basic CNN weight function w(x, y):
Look-up-table for neighbouring directions 
{dx=1, dy=0}, {dx=0, dy=0}, etc. 
Parametric kernel function w(x, y):
Continuous function for  coordinates in 
relation to center:

https://developer.apple.com/library/archive/documentation/Performance/Conceptual/vImage/ConvolutionOperations/ConvolutionOperations.html


Graph convolutions - parametric kernel

Apple: performing convolution operations

Instead of learning w(x, y) directly, you 
learn the parameters of the function, e.g. 
𝚺 and 𝝁. Any position is “legal”, and give 
some weight.

https://developer.apple.com/library/archive/documentation/Performance/Conceptual/vImage/ConvolutionOperations/ConvolutionOperations.html


Graph convolutions - Pseudo-coordinates

“Real” coordinates may be arbitrary and not very 
meaningful or to high dimensional.
 

Image from: 
https://gisellezeno.com/tag/graphs.html

https://gisellezeno.com/tag/graphs.html
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Graph convolutions - MNIST

- In the first example pixels are on a regular 
grid, same for all images

- Polar representations of the coordinates 
are used
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- Second example use an superpixel 

algorithm
- Different superpixels for each image
- Still polar representations are used
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- In the first example pixels are on a regular 
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algorithm
- Different superpixels for each image
- Still polar representations are used



Graph convolutions - MNIST

- A later study suggest that the 
pseudo-coordinates are less important, at 
least for 2D and 3D applications

- The difference is that they used B-Spline 
kernels, instead of gaussian

SplineCNN: Fast Geometric Deep Learning with 
Continuous B-Spline Kernels

http://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_cvpr_2018/papers/Fey_SplineCNN_Fast_Geometric_CVPR_2018_paper.pdf
http://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_cvpr_2018/papers/Fey_SplineCNN_Fast_Geometric_CVPR_2018_paper.pdf


Graph convolutions - Surface/manifold 
correspondances



Graph convolutions - Surface/manifold

- Using spherical coordinates
- Weighting the neighbourhood with 

gaussian kernels
- Use histogram of local normal 

vectors as input (SHOT)
- Correspond to moving kernel along 

surface of the model

- Multiple layers work similar to regular 
CNN. Only swap out representation 
and keep position (coordinates)



Graph convolutions - Surface/manifold



Graph convolutions - Surface/manifold

Spline kernel function and cartesian coordinates 
seems to work better here as well.
In this example they did not use the SHOT 
descriptors.



Graph convolutions on point clouds

- The graph convolutional methods all have 
a defined neighbourhood

- How can we use graph convolutional 
methods without one.

Deep Parametric Continuous Convolutional Neural 
Networks

http://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_cvpr_2018/papers/Wang_Deep_Parametric_Continuous_CVPR_2018_paper.pdf
http://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_cvpr_2018/papers/Wang_Deep_Parametric_Continuous_CVPR_2018_paper.pdf


Graph convolutions on point clouds

A recent article from Uber Deep Parametric 
Continuous Convolutional Neural Networks. 
Used a combination of Kd-network and graph 
convolutions.

http://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_cvpr_2018/papers/Wang_Deep_Parametric_Continuous_CVPR_2018_paper.pdf
http://openaccess.thecvf.com/content_cvpr_2018/papers/Wang_Deep_Parametric_Continuous_CVPR_2018_paper.pdf


Graph convolutions on point clouds

They used continuous kernels.

Over the nearest neighbours in a Kd-tree.

As kernels they used neural networks, that took 
distance in input point, as input, and outputs a weight 
value for that position.



Graph convolutions on point clouds



Graph convolutions on point clouds



Graph convolutions on point clouds



Graph convolutions on point clouds

State-of-art as far as I know on 3DISD
Deep nets take 33ms and KD-Tree takes 28ms 
on Xeon E5 and GTX 1080 Ti. OBS! Point cloud 
size not clear



Graph convolutions on point clouds

Also good 
results on 
ego-motion and 
movement of 
other objects. 



Summary
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Summary

3D Segmentation:
- For dense data
- Small grids
- Resolution not 

important

Multi-view:
- Single objects
- Clear surfaces
- Obvious view 

angles

Convolution 
abstractions:

- Surface 
segmentation

- Sparse data
- Defined graph 

with logical edges

Direct point-cloud:
- Global patterns
- Noisy data


